Career Profile: Skilled Trades

YOW Canada
An award winning online safety training provider, YOW Canada develops courses and materials to help Canadians with
occupational health and safety compliance. With over 20 years of experience in the industry, YOW is proud to offer fully
trackable, easy-to-use training and excellent customer support. Their team of dedicated professionals ensures the most
accurate information is available to clients. All courses and training products are reviewed by industry professionals to
ensure accuracy, relevancy
For many in the transportation, construction and industrial sectors of the economy, YOW Canada has become synonymous
with exceptional online education, providing quality occupational health and safety training and materials to aid all
Canadians with safety compliance. They’ve established a strong footprint in the training industry with two of its flagship
programs: WHMIS (Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System) and TDG (Transportation of Dangerous Goods).
Since then, they have added in-demand programs as they arise, including Workplace Violence and Harassment, Fall
Protection, Office Ergonomics, and Ontario Health & Safety Awareness. They are looking to expand with courses currently
in development and others on the horizon.
YOW is continually optimizing operations to better meet customers’ needs. With online training, customers are provided with
the flexibility and convenience that makes it a preferred means of delivery for many learners. Employers benefit from the flexibility
and convenience that classroom training cannot offer. Therefore, trainees can learn at the worksite or at home, all while saving time
travelling to traditional classrooms. YOW’s seamless training tools also enable clients to easily monitor their employees’ progress
through access to a course administration site. As online training continues to generate growing interest from companies and
prospective learners alike, YOW Canada’s leadership in the provision of workplace safety and training extends into broader spheres of
responsibility. Almost all its communications are conducted either electronically or by telephone, thereby drastically reducing reliance
on paper; a company policy that supports a greener and healthier environment and commitment to sustaining a healthier planet.
Updated training materials and effective program delivery, coupled with a commitment to customer service and environmental
improvement have distinguished YOW Canada as a premier educational provider.
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